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Tributes for a Jihadist Godfather
A new CST Research Briefing has been released, exploring reactions to the deaths
of leading jihadists. Including reactions from actual terrorist groups and those
British Islamists who push victimhood narratives, including Moazzam Begg.

READ MORE

CST pays tribute to PC Keith Palmer
Following the Westminster attack, CST paid special tribute to PC Keith Palmer, who
was murdered in the line of duty. Through our work with the Police, we see how
often and how willingly the Police put themselves in danger to protect all of us.

READ MORE

CST’s Deputy Head of Krav Maga visits the North
Last week CST’s Deputy Head of Krav Maga visited Leeds and Manchester to train
CST security volunteers. Several sessions took place as part of the re-launch of the
Leeds training calendar.

READ MORE

CST leads first training session for Project Griffin
CST hosted its first training session this week for Project Griffin with Nightingale
Hammerson in South London. Project Griffin is a scheme run by the National
Counter Terrorism Security Office.

READ MORE

Committee criticises social media companies
In a new report from the Home Affairs Select Committee, the Government has
been called on to consider whether it is a crime for social media companies to
allow ‘illegal and dangerous’ content on their platforms.

READ MORE

CST welcomes new Mayoral Police and Crime Plan for London
CST is pleased to have been included in the consultation for the new MOPAC
plan for London, which importantly focuses on hate crime and violence. CST is
mentioned by MOPAC in the Plan as one of the several key groups who assisted.

READ MORE

CST welcomes new Scotland Yard online hate crime unit
Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, launched a new police unit to investigate and tackle
online hate crime. CST deals with antisemitic abuse on a daily basis and this new
unit aims to tackle such abuse on Twitter, Facebook and other platforms.

READ MORE

CST in the news
MARCH

73 news items

APRIL

47 news items

Secure our Jewish community
CST relies on donations to protect the Jewish
community in the United Kingdom. Find out how to
ensure the safety of our Jewish community:
Donate online
Leave a legacy

Protect our Jewish community
Do you want to learn how to defend yourself, get fit,
learn new skills and help ensure the protection of
the Jewish community?
Become a volunteer
Security training courses
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